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About This Game

Bethesda Game Studios, the award-winning creators of Fallout 3 and The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim, welcome you to the world of
Fallout 4 – their most ambitious game ever, and the next generation of open-world gaming.

As the sole survivor of Vault 111, you enter a world destroyed by nuclear war. Every second is a fight for survival, and every
choice is yours. Only you can rebuild and determine the fate of the Wasteland. Welcome home.

Key Features:

Freedom and Liberty!
Do whatever you want in a massive open world with hundreds of locations, characters, and quests. Join multiple factions
vying for power or go it alone, the choices are all yours.

You’re S.P.E.C.I.A.L!
Be whoever you want with the S.P.E.C.I.A.L. character system. From a Power Armored soldier to the charismatic
smooth talker, you can choose from hundreds of Perks and develop your own playstyle.

Super Deluxe Pixels!
An all-new next generation graphics and lighting engine brings to life the world of Fallout like never before. From the
blasted forests of the Commonwealth to the ruins of Boston, every location is packed with dynamic detail.

Violence and V.A.T.S.!
Intense first or third person combat can also be slowed down with the new dynamic Vault-Tec Assisted Targeting
System (V.A.T.S) that lets you choose your attacks and enjoy cinematic carnage.

Collect and Build!
Collect, upgrade, and build thousands of items in the most advanced crafting system ever. Weapons, armor, chemicals,
and food are just the beginning - you can even build and manage entire settlements.
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Title: Fallout 4
Genre: RPG
Developer:
Bethesda Game Studios
Publisher:
Bethesda Softworks
Release Date: 9 Nov, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 (64-bit OS required)

Processor: Intel Core i5-2300 2.8 GHz/AMD Phenom II X4 945 3.0 GHz or equivalent

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 550 Ti 2GB/AMD Radeon HD 7870 2GB or equivalent

Storage: 30 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Russian,Traditional Chinese,Japanese
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If you like glitchy gameplay and a cumbersome interface then give this one a try. Personally I haven't found it to be much fun.

Addendum:
I put in another hour or so trying to make this work ... I really want to like this game.
But it just feels like a concept piece that needs a LOT more Beta testing before being released as a finished product.. It's the
most epic, chaotic, grand offensive in the game, and I love it.. Hey guys, just purchased this DLC, When I found out it goes to
support brain and behavior health it was a no brainer (lol), Thanks DEVS, it brought a tear to my eye, hits close to home. More
charity cases please, you have my support 100%. Im also purchasing the other DLC's to show my appreciation.. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=VfOuSYY1WO4. This almost fills the gap in my heart that DH left.. It is like brick
breaker only more violent.. i didnt like this. if u put time in to the game u will see most these people are not playing any hours to
lern or no the game well to make a point. if they had played long they would had seen there iS A GPS stystem u have to buy for
your truck then u will no were to go. all and all its a hell of a great game even if it cost a 100$ noing what I no about the game I
would had payed and amount of cash for it. yup still 1 of my most favort game great replay abitly. I will aways come back to
this game. for a cheap game it offers a lot. and is for most part changing game. I feel like a god then get
my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665haned to me in a wreak. and lose every thing. this game is a classic u can bye trucks. and
for most part I love most about that game is grind 1 more hour just so I can play the new truch with a diffrent driveing style.
well 1 hour truneds into 24 hours with no food or sleep. this game also made me wont to bye a real truck in real life. and it maby
me love truchs so much I spent some time learning about these trucks in real life. The game seems quite entertaining, but
unfortunately it apparently doesn't support changing dominant hand in game, making it basically unplayable for a left handed
person.

Anyone who left handed should stay clear of it.
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A bittersweet short story about an elderly man suffering from alzheimer's. As someone who has both lived with a grandparent
with alzheimer's, and has recently lost her mother, this hit me far harder than I care to admit.. I WANT MY CD KEY FOR
THIS SO I CAN USE IT.. Wont Even Launch Anymore On An Omen 1080, Used To Be Good Fun But Its Unplayable Now Im
Not Sure Why.. The sequel no one asked for.

You have to input your key mapping every time you start the game (with little indication what you have to actually do), and
confusing gameplay that makes no effort to tell you how any of the mechanics work.. Just a plain awful game.. Game Designers,
and Gamers need to play this game!
It does (almost) everything right, including things like VR, a Level Editor that allows you to bring maps you've made from TM
Nations, I'm 90% sure that you could run it on a computer made back in 2006 and controls so smooth that it's like a hot knife
through butter.

You'll gain insight on how to make a good racing game if you play this all the way through.

Now if only the multiplayer hud wasn't so cluttered.
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